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to building happened also to the other applied arts. In furniture
the revolutionary fact was spring-upholstery, rendered possible
by the cheapening of metal springs. The Victorians had devised
a seat which made all pre-existing seats seem uncomfortable.
In their zeal for the new invention the traditions of beautiful
chair-design evolved during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and
early nineteenth centuries were heedlessly scrapped. Uphol-
stery seemed so good that you could not have too much of it;
and about 1870 the furniture of a fashionable drawing-room
showed scarcely any surfaces but silk or plush, and scarcely any
forms but those of jelly-bags. Mere in the con flict between design
and upholstery, between beauty and comfort, men had stumbled
unawares on one of the major antinomies— one which we are
far even yet from having solved. The immediate effect on the
Victorians was such an all-round surrender of design that they
lost nearly all sense of form and proportion even in dealing with
non-upholstered things. In the matter of decoration generally
the most formidable among a host of new and confusing factors
was the facile multiplication of ornament by machinery. For us
machine-made ornament is a by-word. But to the generation
which invented the machinery it seemed an illimitable hope*
Here, if anywhere, the Victorians were exhilarated.
Two secondary influences rendered the rot even worse than
it need have been. One was the Gothic Revival, which in the
seventies reached its height* It did harm, not so much because
of any vice inherent in Gothic, as because it supplied an addi-
tional cause of breach with the living tradition at a time when it
was important to keep hold of every scrap of tradition which the
new technology permitted to be retained* The other was the
numerical dominance of a class of uneducated rich. The land-
owners and clergy, whose tastes set the standard of consumers*
demand in earlier reigns, had been the educated leaders of a
stable society. But the self-made men, to whom the industrial
revolution brought sudden riches, were iix a very different case,
as were the new mercantile and business classes generally* The
framework of higher English education, before the change began,
had been designed to cover only quite small numbers* It ex-
panded, but far less rapidly than population and wealth and
machine-made goods. By 1870 the lag had grown prodigious;
and the demand which English architects and designers of all
kinds had to satisfy was very largely that of untaught persons-

